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Source:  Appendix 4, 2018 Companion Volume with new descriptors 

 
  

 A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 
Written 
and 
online 
Interac-
tion 

· I can post short, 
simple greetings as 
statements about 
what I did and how I 
liked it, and can 
respond to 
comments in a very 
simple way.  
· I can react simply to 
other posts, images 
and media.  
· I can complete a 
very simple purchase, 
filling in forms with 
personal details.  

· I can engage in basic 
social interaction, 
expressing how I feel, 
what I am doing or what I 
need, and responding to 
comments with thanks, 
apology or answers to 
questions.  
· I can complete simple 
transactions such as 
ordering goods, can follow 
simple instructions and 
can collaborate in a 
shared task with a 
supportive interlocutor.  

· I can interact about 
experiences, events, 
impressions and feelings 
provided that I can 
prepare beforehand.  
· I can ask for or give 
simple clarifications and 
can respond to comments 
and questions in some 
detail.  
· I can interact with a 
group working on a 
project, provided there 
are visual aids such as 
images, statistics and 
graphs to clarify more 
complex concepts.  

· I can interact with several 
people, linking my 
contributions to theirs and 
handling misunderstandings or 
dis- agreements, provided the 
others avoid complex 
language, allow me time and 
are generally cooperative.  
 
· I can highlight the significance 
of facts, events and 
experiences, justify ideas and 
support collaboration.  
 

· I can understand the intentions 
and implications of other 
contributions on complex, 
abstract issues and can express 
myself with clarity and precision, 
adapting my language and 
register flexibly and effectively.  
 
· I can deal effectively with 
communication problems and 
cultural issues that arise by 
clarifying and exemplifying  
 

Written 
Produc-
tion 

· I can write simple 
isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

· I can write a series of 
simple phrases and 
sentences linked with 
simple connectors like 
‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

· I can write 
straightforward 
connected text on topics 
which are familiar or of 
personal interest. 

· I can write clear, detailed text 
on a wide range of subjects 
related to my interests. I can 
write an essay or report, 
passing on information or 
giving reasons in support of or 
against a point of view. 

· I can express myself in clear, 
well-structured text, expressing 
points of view at some length. 
· I can write detailed expositions 
of complex subjects in an essay or 
report, underlining what I 
consider to be the salient issues. 
· I can write different kinds of 
texts in a style appropriate to the 
reader in mind. 
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Source: 2020 B1 Preliminary Handbook 

Communicative 
Achievement 

Organisation Language 
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 Mark  

Content 
 

  

Communicative 
Achievement 

 

  

Organisation 
 

  

Language 
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Your writing checklist – B1  

Content  

Letters  Can you put a tick next to all the things you had to include? 
Have you included enough details?   

Stories  
Is the story relevant to the title? OR 
Have you used the first sentence? Is the rest of the story relevant to this 
sentence?  

 

Communicative Achievement  
Letters  Did you write to the correct person? Does it look like a letter? 

Does it start and finish like a letter?   

Stories  Is your story in the first (I, me, my) or third person (he, his../she, her....)?  Is this 
correct?   

Organisation  

Are the ideas connected and in a logical sequence?  
 

Have you used: paragraphs?  
 

a start and finish?  
 

short and longer, connected sentences?   

correct punctuation?  
 

different linking words?   

 

Language  

 

Have you used: your own words?  
 

a variety of words?  
 

a range of structures?   

Did you check: your verb endings?  
 

your singular and plurals?  
 

your spelling?  
 

for repeated words?  
  

Write your spelling checklist here:  
1) ____________________________ 2) ____________________________  
 
3) ____________________________ 4) ____________________________  


